CAMCIG Conference Call Minutes
June 2, 2008
2:30-4:00 PM

Present:
UCB -- Armanda Barone (recorder); UCD -- Karleen Darr/Xiaoli Li; HOTS – Brad Eden;
UCI -- Vicki Grahame; UCLA -- Sara Layne; UCM – Jim Dooley; UCR -- Manuel
Urrizola; UCSD -- Linda Barnhart (chair); UCSC -- Lai-Ying Hsiung

Absent:
CDL – Rebecca Doherty; UCM – Jim Dooley; UCSF – Bea Mallek

1. California documents collaborative project

The group discussed two proposals to address the cut to SCP funding resulting in SCP no
longer cataloging electronic California government documents (CalDocs). The first new
strategy would address the copy cataloging of electronic CalDocs. The key stimulus was
OCLC's announcement on April 16 of their fix in searching the update date index via
OCLC Connexion. One might call this a "Documents without Shelves" technique for
CalDocs--a search would retrieve all the CalDoc records added to or updated in
WorldCat during a particular period, and that results set could be refined and manipulated
and, potentially, distributed to the campuses.

In addition to receiving copy cataloging records for CalDocs from monthly OCLC
searches as proposed above, UC Berkeley encourages UC Los Angeles, UC Irvine, UC
Santa Barbara and UC San Diego to join in sharing the responsibility for the original
cataloging of electronic monograph and serial titles for the 33 California agencies
deeded as collection priorities, whose electronic publications were formerly cataloged by
SCP.

Linda will go back to SCP for more detailed information and testing. CAMCIG members
will talk to the appropriate staff at each of their campuses to consider these two proposals.
X. Li will be approaching Marcive staff during ALA to determine how they automatically
pull together records.

2. Reprint deposits

Xiaoli Li (UC Davis), Wanda Jazayeri (UC Irvine), Ryan Finnerty (UC San Diego), Colleen
Carlton (SRLF) and Ginny Moon (NRLF) have all agreed to participate on the Reprints Coding
Subgroup. Linda will pull together a draft charge to run by CAMCIG and the Subgroup members
(see draft charge email sent June 12th).

3. Guidelines for Bibliographic Records for Preservation Microform Masters

M. Urrizola gave an update on California Newspaper Project practice and UCR
practice/preference with respect to the cataloging for preservation microform masters.
The Center for Bibliographical Studies and Research (CBSR) and UCR staff will be
talking further about the cataloging standards and the importance of the master records. CAMCIG will wait until these two groups have discussed the issues further. Disband group and add to the Reprints Coding Subgroup?

4. Campus practices poll on local bibliographic practices

L. Barnhart sent out a draft survey on local bibliographic data for gifts/provenance to CAMCIG members (see email sent May 27th). CAMCIG members have until end of June to gather responses from their campuses.

5. Next chair for CAMCIG

Linda Barnhart’s two year term as CAMCIG chair is coming to an end August 2008. The group needs to determine who will be the next chair.

6. WorldCat Local pilot/Next Generation Melvyl pilot

Six record sets of SCP records were loaded into the WorldCat Local pilot.

7. Cataloging at the network level/New approaches for systemwide cataloging initiatives (Brad’s document)

No discussion took place.

8. Announcements/updates

L. Barnhart might cancel the July 7th CAMCIG conference call due to vacation, but will wait closer to the date to determine if there are any immediate agenda items to discuss.

Next phone call: Monday, July 7th or August 4th, 2008
Recorder: Manuel